
 
DISCUSSION   QUESTIONS   FOR  

THE   BOOK   THIEF,   BY   MARKUS   ZUSAK  
 

1. Discuss   the   symbolism   of   Death   as   the   omniscient   narrator   of   the   novel.   What   are   Death’s   feelings   for  
each   vic�m?   Describe   Death’s   a�empt   to   resist   Liesel.   Death   states,   “I’m   always   finding   humans   at  
their   best   and   worst.   I   see   their   ugly   and   their   beauty,   and   I   wonder   how   the   same   thing   can   be   both.”  
(p.   491)   What   is   ugly   and   beau�ful   about   Liesel,   Rosa   and   Hans   Hubermann,   Max   Vandenburg,   Rudy  
Steiner,   and   Mrs.   Hermann?   Why   is   Death   haunted   by   humans?   

 
2. What   is   ironic   about   Liesel’s   obsession   with   stealing   books?   Discuss   other   uses   of   irony   in   the   novel.   

 
3. The   Grave   Digger’s   Handbook   is   the   first   book   Liesel   steals.   Why   did   she   take   the   book?   What   is  

significant   about   the   �tles   of   the   books   she   steals?   Discuss   why   she   hides   The   Grave   Digger’s  
Handbook   under   her   ma�ress.   Describe   Hans   Hubermann’s   reac�on   when   he   discovers   the   book.  
What   does   the   act   of   book   thievery   teach   Liesel   about   life   and   death?   Explain   Rudy’s   reac�on   when   he  
discovers   that   Liesel   is   a   book   thief.   How   does   stealing   books   from   the   mayor’s   house   lead   to   a  
friendship   with   the   mayor’s   wife?   Explain   how   Liesel’s   own   a�empt   to   write   a   book   saves   her   life.   

 
4. Liesel   believes   that   Hans   Hubermann’s   eyes   show   kindness,   and   from   the   beginning   she   feels   closer   to  

him   than   to   Rosa   Hubermann.   How   does   Hans   gain   Liesel’s   love   and   trust?   Decide   whether   Liesel   is   a  
subs�tute   for   Hans’s   children,   who   have   strayed   from   the   family.   Why   is   it   so   difficult   for   Rosa   to  
demonstrate   the   same   warmth   toward   Liesel?   Discuss   how   Diesel’s   rela�onship   with   Rosa   changes   by  
the   end   of   the   novel.   

 
5. Abandonment   is   a   central   theme   in   the   novel.   The   reader   knows   that   Liesel   feels   abandoned   by   her  

mother   and   by   the   death   of   her   brother.   How   does   she   equate   love   with   abandonment?   At   what   point  
does   she   understand   why   she   was   abandoned   by   her   mother?   Who   else   abandons   Liesel   in   the   novel?  
Decide   whether   she   was   abandoned   by   circumstance   or   by   the   heart.   

 
6. Guilt   is   another   recurring   theme   in   the   novel.   Hans   Hubermann’s   life   was   spared   in   France   during  

World   War   I,   and   Erik   Vandenburg’s   life   was   taken.   Explain   why   Hans   feels   guilty   about   Erik’s   death.  
Guilt   is   a   powerful   emo�on   that   may   cause   a   person   to   become   unhappy   and   despondent.   Discuss  
how   Hans   channels   his   guilt   into   helping   others.   Explain   Max   Vandenburg’s   thought,   “Living   was   living.  
The   price   was   guilt   and   shame.”   (p.   208)   Why   does   he   feel   guilt   and   shame?   
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7. Compare   and   contrast   the   lives   of   Liesel   and   Max   Vandenburg.   How   does   Max’s   life   give   Liesel  

purpose?   At   what   point   do   Liesel   and   Max   become   friends?   Max   gives   Liesel   a   story   called   “The  
Standover   Man”   for   her   birthday.   What   is   the   significance   of   this   story?   

 
8. Death   says   that   Liesel   was   a   girl   “with   a   mountain   to   climb.”   (p.   86)   What   is   her   mountain?   Who   are  

her   climbing   partners?   What   is   her   greatest   obstacle?   At   what   point   does   she   reach   the   summit   of   her  
mountain?   Describe   her   descent.   What   does   she   discover   at   the   foot   of   her   mountain?  

 
9. Hans   Junior,   a   Nazi   soldier,   calls   his   dad   a   coward   because   he   doesn’t   belong   to   the   Nazi   Party.   He   feels  

that   you   are   either   for   Hitler   or   against   him.   How   does   it   take   courage   to   oppose   Hitler?   There   isn’t  
one   coward   in   the   Hubermann   household.   Discuss   how   they   demonstrate   courage   throughout   the  
novel.   

 
10. Describe   Liesel’s   friendship   with   Rudy.   How   does   their   friendship   change   and   grow   throughout   the  

novel?   Death   says   that   Rudy   doesn’t   offer   his   friendship   “for   free.”   (p.   51)   What   does   Rudy   want   from  
Liesel?   Discuss   Death’s   statement,   “The   only   thing   worse   than   a   boy   who   hates   you   [is]   a   boy   who  
loves   you.”   (p.   52)   Why   is   it   difficult   for   Liesel   to   love   Rudy?   Discuss   why   Liesel   tells   Mr.   Steiner   that   she  
kissed   Rudy’s   dead   body.   

 
11. How   does   Zusak   use   the   literary   device   of   foreshadowing   to   pull   the   reader   into   the   story?   

 
12. Liesel   Meminger   lived   to   be   an   old   woman.   Death   says   that   he   would   like   to   tell   the   book   thief   about  

beauty   and   brutality,   but   those   are   things   that   she   had   lived.   How   does   her   life   represent   beauty   in   the  
wake   of   brutality?   Discuss   how   Zusak’s   poe�c   wri�ng   style   enhances   the   beauty   of   Liesel’s   story.  

 
Ques�ons   issued   by   publisher.  
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